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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the author s Notice. Montevideo,
December 31st, 1892. To the Hon. President of Chicago Exhibition Executive Committee: On
delivering the Spanish text of these notes and statistical inquiries, the compiling of which we have
taken under our care as a patriotic duty, it is convenient to observe that, if the present work
principally contains facts and particulars only relative to the year 1891, it is because complete
general statistics covering the year 1892 are not yet to be had, as the Board of Statistics do not
publish the Annual till the second quarter of the year 1893, and also because it has been considered
better to conserve a certain general unity in the compiling of facts and particulars. If, in a few
special cases, any particulars of the year 1892 have been quoted, it was merely with the purpose of
supplying to some deficiency, The time which the Commission has had to dispose has been very
short for a work of this kind; the particulars that existed at the Board of Statistics had to be used,
and...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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